## FULL-TIME CURRICULUM
### Medical Laboratory Science (MLS)

### Summer
- MLS:304 Urinalysis and Body Fluids 8
- MLS:437 Laboratory Math and Operations 2
- MLS:310 Phlebotomy and Pre-Analytical Variables** 1
- MLS:428 Cell Morphology* 2
- MLS:413 Clinical Immunology 2

### Fall
- MLS:445 Clinical Chemistry 16
- MLS:440 Clinical Hematology and Hemostasis* 7
- MLS:426 Evidence Based Laboratory Medicine 7
- MLS:450 Educational Development 1

### Spring
- MLS:455 Immunohematology* 16
- MLS:460 Clinical Microbiology* 7
- MLS:470 Laboratory Management 7
- MLS:475 Medical Laboratory Science Review 1

### General Education Credits (completed at another institution) 84
### MLS Credits (completed at Allen College) 40
### Total Credits Required for Bachelor of Health Sciences Degree 124

*Credit for Prior Learning may be accepted from applicants with previous MLT certification
**Credit for Prior Learning may be accepted from applicants with previous MLT or Phlebotomy certification

MLS applicants will follow the Credit for Prior Learning (CPL) process as stated in the Granting Academic credit for Prior Learning (2-C-900-07) SOP and use the Credit for Prior Learning Portfolio form as a guide to provide evidence of experience. No partial credit will be awarded for rotation. If evidence of experience cannot be provided for all listed items in each lab department section, CPL will not be awarded for that section.

*Information subject to change without prior notification*